Confessions of Aston Martin

Continuously Transforming the Future of the Automotive Industry

BULLDOG
The one and the only, 1979, 600bhp

Aston Martin Volante
1979, 140mph top speed

1914, Where it all began, featuring Lionel Martin, Kate Martin & a Coal Scuttle

From the beginning

The Lagonda, 1977
Manufactured in the same factory that once housed the world’s first passenger car in 1847.

DB4 more and more

1959, 290bhp

DB4 Series II, 1962, 325bhp

1963, 4-speed manual transmission

4.2 litre engine, a competitor at Le Mans and up to 140mph

Aston Martin DB4

DB4 Series II

Optimising the Road-Transportation of Matters


The Bertone Engine

Kate Martin: Engineer, Racer, Business Woman

Coal Scuttle, 1938, 4-cylinder engine

Volante Vision Concept

An adventure into autonomy

All electric technology

2020 Concept Vision

With more still to come...

A key element within transforming the future and engineering is learning from all experiences, applying what you have learned and making improvements. As Aston Martin enter their second century, we reflect on a variety of projects that continue to reinforce their core values – to design and hand-build luxury cars with the highest standards and individual character. This poster is a showcase of Aston Martin’s forward thinking in the Automotive Industry, as well as an appreciation of the innovation that continues to take place.

Timeless Engineering and its Beauty